The role of acute and latent virus infections in the pathogenesis of inner ear disturbances.
The possible role of herpesviral infections of the inner ear in suddenly appearing inner ear disturbances was investigated. Experimental pseudorabies virus (PRV, Herpes sui 1) infection of mice and swine was used as a model system. Infected mice represented the productive cycle of PRV infection (acute phase), whereas the latent phase of infection could be tested in swine. From the acutely infected mice the virus could be reisolated from perilymphatic fluid and various parts of the brain. Massive histopathologic alterations and signs of total cell damage to the organ of Corti and the vestibular organ were found. Accordingly, in all of the cells of the inner ear multiple copies of the PRV genome could be demonstrated. We therefore suggest that the disturbances of the inner ear were induced by the acute virus infection. In two latently infected swine (sixty weeks after infection), PRV could not be recovered either from the perilymphatic fluid or from a variety of different neural and extraneural tissues. However, histopathologic changes similar to those found in the acutely infected mice were observed. The presence of viral DNA could be demonstrated by in situ cytohybridization in both sensory and supportive cells of the inner ear and vestibular organ, but not in the corresponding nerve fibers, which is in contrast to the acutely infected mice. The distribution of the viral genome was further analyzed in adjacent areas of the central nervous system. An involvement of acute and latent herpes virus infection in inner ear dysfunction including sudden deafness and vestibular neuronitis in man, might be suggested from the results described. The presented animal model system, PRV-infected swine, should permit further studies on a possible role of herpetic recurrences, particularly with regard to inner ear disturbances.